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Your voices: Mr Tickle 

In 2010 and 2011 visitors to the British Library exhibition, Evolving English: One 

Language, Many Voices, were invited to make a recording of Mr Tickle (© 1971 Roger 

Hargreaves). We chose this popular children’s book as it allows speakers of all ages, and 

non-native speakers of different abilities, to read confidently. Research also shows that 

a familiar text encourages a more relaxed, authentic speech style. Equally importantly 

the text contains a near comprehensive set of English vowel and consonant variables 

and a range of connected speech processes that enable comparisons between speakers. 

You can use the table below to compare how speakers vary in their pronunciation of 

the same word or linguistic feature. Please be aware that recordings collected between 

2007 and 2009 were made using an abridged, adapted version of Mr Tickle so not all 

the entries in this table will apply to these earlier recordings. 

In the table below, the left-hand column lists vowel phonemes arranged by ‘lexical set’ 

(e.g. BATH refers to words like laugh, glass, dance etc.). This system of describing 

accents was devised by Professor John Wells in Accents of English (1982). The table 

also includes a list of key consonants, a small number of words that are known to vary 

individually between speakers (e.g. does again rhyme with ‘attain’ or ‘ten’) and a 

handful of connected speech processes, such as the presence (or absence) of a <r> 

sound after the word over in phrases like over and over again. The middle column 

shows a typical RP pronunciation using IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) of each 

variable – i.e. the pronunciation recorded in most British dictionaries and used by many 

speakers in the UK with middle-class, regionally neutral accents. The right-hand column 

lists all the words or phrases in the Mr Tickle text that contain the target feature so you 

can compare, for instance, the pronunciation of the GOAT vowel in Hull and London 

by listening to the way speakers from each area pronounce woke or observe variation 

in the pronunciation of the initial consonant in a word like duty by comparing younger 

and older speakers. 
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variable RP realisation token(s) 

KIT [ɪ] 

recording, British, it, in, his, Mister Tickle, 

didn't, thing, did, is, tickles, him, kitchen, 

biscuit tin, indeed, tickling, himself, 

window, inside, sitting, minute, tickled, 
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quickly, grinned, mischievous grin, this, 

until, children, (enough), which, into, 

traffic, enormous, middle, lifted, ticklish, 

think, will 

DRESS [ɛ] 

well, stretch, bed, stretched, felt, bedroom, 

very, himself, breakfast, set, kept, 

anybody, eventually, ledge, desks, then, 

went, (again), terrible, fell, every, ten, 

everybody, letters, any, already 

TRAP [a] 

have, having, that, sat, back, (can), (as), 

(at), (and), blackboard, pandemonium, 

had, traffic jam, apples, backwards, flag, 

passengers, Mr Stamp, perhaps, happening 

LOT [ɒ] 

long, , along, somebody, anybody, 

nobody, on, stop, (from), shop, doctor, 

dropped 

STRUT [ʌ] 

sunny, other, such, must, funny, up, 

hungry, one, cupboard, upstairs, munched, 

much, somebody, up, jumped, but, 

another, until, such, enough fun, luck, 

chuckling, jumped, just, puddle, 

somewhere, coming 

ONE e.g. one [wʌn] 
reached out one of his extraordinary long 

arms, he gave the teacher one more tickle 

FOOT [ʊ] 
wood, (useful), pulled, could, couldn't, 

butcher 

BOOK [ʊ] took, looked, looks, cooked, looking, book 

BATH [ɑː] 
fast, laugh, after, classroom, laughing, 

laughed 

CLOTH [ɒ] off, crossroads 

NURSE [ɜː, əː] (were), turned 

FLEECE [iː] 

asleep, (he), dream, (been), reached, see, 

indeed, reaching, peeped, teacher, 

(mischievous), leaving, policeman, 

greengrocer, neatly, leave, even, people, 

reading, creeping 



FACE [eɪ, ɛɪ] 

made, today, day, later, came, waited, 

(again), saying, gave, explain, railway 

station, wave, train, late, way 

PALM [ɑː] (rather) 

THOUGHT [ɔː] 
small, yawned, yawn, brought, thought, 

walked, paused, all, caused, already 

GOAT [əʊ] 

know, woke, so, opened, open, nobody, 

window, over, pandemonium, crossroads, 

greengrocer, postman, home, those, 

opening 

GOAL [ɔʊ] rolled, old 

GOOSE [uː] 

(did you), do you, bedroom, through, 

useful, school, classroom, who, soon, too, 

duty, room, truly 

PRICE [aɪ-ɑɪ] like, high, writing, right, sight, quietly 

PRIZE [aɪ-ɑɪ] side, eyes, wide, inside, time, piling, tried 

CHOICE [ɔɪ] (voice) 

MOUTH [aʊ-ɑʊ] 
house, round, out loud, out, down, about, 

town, now 

NEAR [ɪə-ɪː] (here's) 

SQUARE [ɛə-ɛː] 
(there), stairs, upstairs, (their), air, 

armchair, beware, somewhere 

START [ɑː] (are), arms, arm, guard, armchair 

NORTH [ɔː] warm, morning, extraordinary, enormous 

FORCE [ɔː] door, blackboard, more, of course, before 

CURE [ʊə-ɔə-ɔː] poor, furious, (you're) 

happY [i(ː)] 

sunny, extraordinary, very funny, hungry, 

somebody, anybody, eventually, nobody, 

quickly, quietly, duty, neatly, every, 

everybody, already, any, truly 

lettER [ə] 
other, Mr Tickle, cupboard, later, after, 

teacher, another, over, greengrocer, 

backwards, passengers, doctor, butcher, 



Mr Stamp, letters 

buckET [ɪ] kitchen, biscuit, minute 

horsES [ɪ] lifted, waited 

mornING [ɪ] 

morning, having, tickling, looking, 

reaching, sitting, writing, laughing, saying, 

chuckling, leaving, piling, reading, 

creeping, coming, happening 

rhoticity zero postvocalic /r/ 
 e.g. turned, stairs, morning, door, poor, 

teacher 

syllable initial 

P 
e.g. pit [pʰɪt] 

pulled himself up and peeped in, paused, 

pandemonium, poor, explain, policeman, 

piling, passengers, Mr Stamp the postman, 

puddle, people, perhaps 

syllable final 

P 
e.g. tip [tɪp] 

asleep, woke him up, sat up in bed, 

opened, kept, open, reaching up his 

extraordinary long arm, pulled himself up 

and peeped in, kept on tickling, stop it, 

apples, shop window, Mr Stamp, dropped, 

people, perhaps, up to the door, 

happening 

syllable initial 

T 
e.g. tip [tʰɪp] 

Mr Tickle, into, biscuit tin, took out a  

biscuit, to, today, tickling, after, tickle, 

teacher, tickled, turned, time, too, terrible, 

town, ten, ticklish,  

syllable final 

T 
e.g. pit [pɪt] 

it was, laugh out loud, that woke him up, 

sat up in bed, what he did, reached out 

one of his extraordinary long arms, biscuit 

tin, took out a biscuit, brought it back 

upstairs, out of the window, later that 

morning, set off, sitting … writing, waited 

a minute, right up, waited another minute, 

laughing out loud, stop it , at such a funny 

sight, thought that he had, quietly brought 

his arm back, what it was all about, went 

into town, what a day, traffic duty at the 

cross roads, neatly, ten minutes late 

leaving, that day, letters, went home, 

sitting, thought about all the people, about 

at this very moment, that extraordinary 



long arm, what is happening 

syllable initial 

K 
e.g. kit [kʰɪt] 

because, kitchen, cupboard, biscuit, can, 

cooked, kept, came, school, could, 

classroom, course, couldn't, crossroads, 

caused, creeping, coming 

syllable final 

K 
e.g. tick [tʰɪk] 

Mr Tickle, woke him up, took out, back 

upstairs, looked, looks, tickling, cooked, 

breakfast, walked, looking, tickle, 

blackboard, tickled, quickly, luck, 

chuckling, traffic, backwards, doctor, 

ticklish, think, book 

D e.g. dip [dɪp] 

side, wood, didn't, did, round, 

extraordinary, dream, made, loud, bed, 

yawned, do, bedroom door, down, 

cupboard, indeed, today, day, wide, 

somebody, anybody, nobody, window, 

pulled, inside, could, desks, blackboard, 

waited, paused, turned, grinned, waited, 

tickled, over and over, pandemonium, 

couldn't, duty, crossroads, middle, caused, 

backwards, rolled, guard, lifted, tried, 

doctor, old, dropped, puddle, reading 

NG 

e.g. sing [sɪŋ], singing 

[sɪŋɪŋ], singer [sɪŋə],  

song [sɒŋ] 

morning, such a thing as, long arms, 

having a dream, having arms as long as, 

tickling, morning after, along, looking, 

reaching up, sitting at their desks, writing 

on the blackboard, tickling until, laughing 

out loud, saying, chuckling, leaving, piling 

apples, sitting in his armchair, reading, 

creeping up, opening, coming into the 

room 

<-ing> e.g. morning [mɔːnɪŋ] 

morning, having, tickling, looking, 

reaching, sitting, writing, laughing, saying, 

chuckling, leaving, piling, reading, 

creeping, opening, coming 



syllabic N e.g. sudden [sʌdn̩] didn't, couldn't 

H e.g. hands [handz] 
house, have, having, hungry, himself, high, 

who, home, perhaps, happening 

S e.g. sit [sɪt] 

sunny, small, house, side, Mr Tickle, asleep, 

such, stretch, extraordinary, fast, 

(because), sat, stretched, enormous, so, 

stairs, biscuit, upstairs, see, it's, useful, 

looks, himself, breakfast, set, somebody, 

school, inside, classroom, sitting, desks, 

this, soon, saying, stop it, such, sight, 

explain, of course, policeman, crossroads, 

enormous, greengrocer, just, station, 

minutes, passengers, furious, Mr Stamp, 

postman, perhaps, somewhere 

TH e.g. think [θɪŋk] thing, through, thought, think 

DH e.g. that [ðat] 
the, other, there, that, their, then, another, 

this, those 

V e.g. van [van] 

have, having, very, eventually, 

mischievous, over and over again, gave, 

wave, leave, leaving, everybody, even 

R e.g. bread [bɹɛd] 

round, stretch, extraordinary, dream, very, 

stretched, hungry, reached, bedroom, 

brought, through, reaching, classroom, 

writing, right, grinned, grin, terrible, 

brought, through, traffic, crossroads, 

greengrocer, rolled, railway, train, every, 

tried, furious, dropped, reading, already, 

creeping, room, truly 

syllable initial 

L 
e.g. leg [lɛg] 

long, asleep, laugh, loud, looked, looks, 

like, (tickling), later, along, looking, 

eventually, ledge, classroom, blackboard, 

quickly, laughing, luck, (chuckling), 

leaving, explain, policeman, piling, neatly, 

flag, leave, lifted, late, letters, (ticklish), 

truly 

syllable final 

L 
e.g. milk [mɪɫk] 

small, Mr Tickle, felt, useful, tickling, 

himself, tickle, school, pulled, children, 

tickled, until, terrible, chuckling, middle, 



apples, fell over, apples rolled all over, 

railway, flag, all the passengers, old, 

puddle, all the people, ticklish, while, 

already, will, well and truly 

syllabic L e.g. middle [mɪdɫ̩] 
Mr Tickle, tickled, terrible, apples, middle, 

puddle 

W e.g. witch [wɪʧ] 

warm, wood, was, well, woke, window, 

walked, wide, waited, went, backwards, 

railway, wave, were, way, beware 

WH e.g. which [ʍɪʧ] what, which, somewhere, while 

yod e.g. tube [tjuːb-ʧuːb] 
did you, do you know, as you can see, 

duty, furious 

KL e.g. tackle [takɫ̩] 
Mr Tickle, tickling, tickle, classroom, 

tickled, chuckling, ticklish 

DL e.g. middle [mɪdɫ̩] middle, puddle 

miscellaneous   
again, because, mischievous, explain, 

policeman, postman, perhaps 

linking R e.g. car alarm [kɑːɹ əlɑːm] there is, in through the bedroom door and 

back, looking for anybody, jumped in the 

air and turned round, tickled the teacher 

again, over and over again, in his armchair 

in his small house, if you are in any way 

ticklish, beware of Mr Tickle, door of this 

room 

definite 

article + 

vowel  

e.g. the arm [ði ɑːm] the other, the open window, jumped in the 

air, the apples, lifted his arm in the air 

negation e.g. didn't [dɪdn̩t] didn't, couldn't 
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